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Abstract. The Personal Web refers to a collection of technologies that
confer the ability to reorganize, configure and manage online content
rather than just viewing it. The main forms of Web content are HTML
pages. HTML pages are represented as DOM trees, hence the Web is
conceived as a “forest of DOM trees”. The vision is for users to “prune”
(removing nodes) or “graft” (adding nodes) existing DOM trees to im-
prove their Web experience. Hence, Web content is no longer consumed
as canned by Web masters. Rather, users can remove content of no in-
terest to them, or placing new content from somewhere else. This vision
accounts for a post-production user-driven Web customization. Being
user driven, appropriate abstractions and tools are needed. The paper
introduces an IDE (realized as a plugin from Chrome) to empower non-
programmers to achieve HTML rearrangement.
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1 Motivation & Background

The Personal Web refers to “a collection of technologies that confer the ability
to reorganize, configure and manage online content rather than just viewing it”
[1]. The Personal Web can be seen as a continuation of the Web2.0 movement.
While Web2.0 puts content authoring in the user’s hand [2], the Personal Web
accounts for content rearrangement at users’ will. Web content can be delivered
through different formats and means (e.g. RSS feeds, open APIs) and hence, con-
tent rearrangement can take different forms (e.g. RSS readers, Web mashups).
However, the primary format of Web delivery is HTML. This is the focus of Web-
Makeup. WebMakeup is a browser plugin that empowers user to re-arrange Web
content at wish. Web content is no longer consumed as canned by Web masters.
Rather, users can remove content of no interest to them (leading to less clut-
tered pages and reducing scrolling) or placing new content from somewhere else
(reducing moving back and forth between sites, and providing a single viewing
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Fig. 1. WebMakeup: Widgetization.

context). This vision accounts for a post-production user-driven Web customiza-
tion. Next, we introduce WebMakeup through an example. A video is available
at http://onekin.org/downloads/public/WebMakeup/videoJISBD.mov.

2 A session with WebMakeup

Scenarios that benefit from the Personal Web include websites that are frequently
accessed but designed for a general audience. This might introduce a penalty on
the user experience for more situational, idiosyncratic usages. Conference web-
sites are a case in point. We take the sample case of the ICWE’13 website,
specifically the page http://icwe2013.webengineering.org/program-2. This
page neatly presents the conference program for this conference. As most con-
ference sites, the page includes an exhaustive list of all sessions and papers to be
presented together with some decorator information such as sponsors and tweets.
An eye-catching design aims at capturing the attention of potential attendees
indicating the surfeit of talks they can enjoy if they attend the conference. How-
ever, this attractive design might not match the needs of the actual attendees
during the conference. Their aims are different. In case of parallel sessions, they
might already decide which sessions to attend so that displaying the full program
forces scrolling and reduces focus. The venue, dates and organization buttons no
longer make sense once you are already at the venue. Likewise, eye-catching
effects do no longer serve their purpose (having the attention of potential atten-
dees) but become distracting for actual attendees. In addition, actual attendees
might like to know the weather forecast at the conference place, and some might
also like to know the Google Scholar citation indexes of their colleagues. This
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will force attendees to move to a different browser tab. That said, the discomfort
is not so important to pay off for a website reorganization. But, what if users
could customize this page on their own? This is the aim of WebMakeup.

WebMakeup is a plugin for the Google Chrome browser. Its installation is
reflected through the WebMakeup button at the right of the address bar (see
Figure 1). On clicking this button, the current page is turned into “an augmen-
tation canvas”, i.e. two side tabs pop up (i.e. widget tab and animation tab), the
pointer is turned into a camera, and a grid-like structure is interspersed on top
of the current DOM tree. The editor is ready for specifying the augmentation.
Next, we describe the different operations in the order we feel natural to use,
though WebMakeup does not impose any order.

Widgetization (Figure 1). As the user moves the cursor around the screen,
the DOM node under the current cursor location is highlighted. By clicking, the
user identifies a “unit of rendering” and the DOM node is turned into a widget
clone. This implies enhancing the DOM node with the widget decorator. This
decorator exhibits the different widget states and GUI events the widget can
respond to. At this point, the user can opt for supressing the clone (i.e. the X
option on the decorator) or parameterizing it. This is achieved by double click-
ing. This flips over the clone to show up the parameters. Click again and the
clone turns to its rendering position. The case study provides different widgeti-
zation examples. The heading conference logo, Aalborg passing pictures and the
program at a glance are all removed.

Mining. At any time, the user can open other browser tabs, request new
pages and mine for widgets. The latter is achieved by extending the right-click
contextual menu with the mineIt item. On selecting it, a grid-like structure is
interspersed on top of the current DOM tree. As the user moves the cursor around
the screen, the DOM node under the current cursor location is highlighted.
By clicking, the user enacts mine() upon this DOM node. This function digs
into the HTML code to determine whether cloning or cropping is the most
appropriate technique. In addition, it prompts for a label to identify the so-
obtained widgets. Mined widgets are kept locally as part of the browser state for
self-consumption. Widgets are available under the shotlet tab. For the case study,
two widgets have been extracted: weatherForecast from http://www.zoover.
co.uk/denmark/jutland/aalborg/weather and gScholarIndices from http://
scholar.google.com/.

Cloning (Figure 2). By clicking on the shotlet tab, mined widgets are dis-
played. Just drag&drop for widget cloning. Placement heuristics will warn or
prevent from dropping the clone in certain places. Double clicking turns down
the clone to show its parameters. At this time, binding might occur. Besides
constants, users can bind parameters to values to be extracted from the hosting
page at runtime. The former is illustrated by the weatherForecast clone where
the location parameter is set to Aalborg. By contrast, gScholarIndices bounds
its scholar name parameter to the author of the last tweet. At run time, changes
on the Twitter box will cause an automatic refreshment of gScholarIndices. Dy-
namic binding is supported through XPath expressions. At parameterization
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Fig. 2. WebMakeup: Cloning.

time, users can just select the desired value from the underlying page, and paste
it into the parameter input box. WebMakeup will infer the XPath expression and
attach it to the desired parameter.

The above scenarios can be intertwined at wish. If interrupted, laymen can
save partial results for later resumption (see Figure 1, ignition-button drop-down
menu). On completion, the WA can be exported as a Google Chrome exten-
sion. For our running example, the generated extension is available at http://
onekin.org/downloads/public/WebMakeup/extensionJISBD.zip. Once the ex-
tension is installed, the augmentation will take place automatically.
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